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The economic globalization, the IT altitude develop, the Customer demand for 
rapid change, global competes gradually fierce, the management process, the pattern 
of the tradition trade enterprise have brought forward austere challenge.   Enterprise 
is confronted with the hitherto unknown competition pattern afterwards especially 
China enters WTO, inevitability.  Management  process now optimization or 
not ,manages pattern fitting in with or not,  will be key factors that going to 
definitely restrict the enterprise sustained development ability.   Face fierce market 
competition,  enterprise needs to reinforce process control ,  need to carry out the 
fundamental thinking and the complete restructuring on the original management 
process, So that the cost, quality, service and speed of these companies reflects the 
competitive elements can be improved significantly,  to adapt to the market 
competition need.   
And therefore, This article takes corporation financial enterprise carding 
managing technological process and optimization as go into problem, With ITG, the 
company is the practice object of study,  scan to the administration of ITG company 
pattern and the all-direction go along carding managing technological process current 
situation, And here, have submitted design and suggestion managing the scheme that 
technological process optimizes, have attained corresponding optimization's 
objectives thereby on the basis. 
The full text is divided into four chapters: 
The first chapters are depended on the globalization and informationize 
developing trend of trade has been at present lower , has summarized the current 
situation and characteristic that trade industry displays , has brought forward the 
integration in this the whole world economy then,   under the current situation that 
the IT altitude develops,   the practical or immediate significance that the thesis 
studies,  the theory basis having been introduced at the same time also be a main part 
of the thesis studies.  
Second chapters have set off from current situation of ITG company ,  
expounding  ITG company strategy plan , the current situation and the challenge 
facing to, And reach the necessity carrying out the optimization managing 














managing the technological process optimization's. Here,  at present,  based on the 
existence accountant adjusts accounts of technological process ,  the plan and budget 
manage technological process , capital management technological process and 
management of investment technological process four manage technological process 
of ITG company, expounding these four existence problems and optimizing a 
countermeasure.  
Third chapters propose ITG company the range of optimizing the scope of the 
management process and the key element that design processes should be noted, and 
on the basis of the second chapter analysis, accounting processes, planning and budget 
management processes, financial management processes and investment management 
process four Great for all-carding process management and optimization, all of the 
optimization process specific recommendations for improvement, so that the 
company's management can be raised to a higher level. 
Fourth chapters come to a conclusion in the process of the optimization 
management process to ITG Company: The carding and optimization management 
process is a Long-term, persistent work, requiring that managers or even 
communication between all staff to explore common ground while reserving 
differences constantly and continuously to reach a consensus process. And on the 
basis of the previous chapters, putting forward some proposals on the ITG company's 
strategy, performance appraisal, management and control groups, business 
information management, IT strategic planning, and information technology in areas, 
summed up the future Development direction of the corporation financial 
management process's Optimization. 
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第二节  论文研究的主要理论依据 
一、管理流程梳理概念 
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织作相应的调整。同时，企业的评价体系也应随之调整，保障流程的有效实施。
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